Data breaches are hitting organizations everywhere at an alarming rate, but they don’t need to be catastrophic. Sontiq’s Breach Readiness Program delivers a cost-effective, proactive solution that empowers you to respond to a security incident promptly and recover quickly.

We’ll help you get ahead in order to minimize customer risk. Our comprehensive security and breach preparedness solution provides empowerment through education, planning, threat response, and victim assistance.

WE’RE HERE FOR YOU

Don’t wait for a security incident to happen — select Sontiq as your identity theft protection provider now and eliminate the stress. Our program is built specifically to address the evolving needs of businesses, while being affordable and ready to deploy.

You’ll benefit from:

• Educating staff with expert-developed materials
• Preserving confidence with a professional response engineered by identity protection and fraud experts
• Delivering a compliant and efficient breach response including custom notification letters and victim services
• A dedicated website tailored to your brand
• Access to a dedicated breach hotline
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You'll get ongoing access to industry best practices that educate your employees about the latest breach news and steps to mitigate vulnerabilities. You'll benefit from:

- **Quarterly Breach Summary Reports** keeping you up-to-speed on latest security incidents and threat levels
- **Data Breach Alert Emails** to stay informed and meter personal vulnerabilities
- **Digital Assets** including data breach educational videos, blogs, & infographics
- **Webinars & Newsletters** providing latest tips and recommendations for protecting personal information

Our solution provides the full breadth of empowerment tools delivered through engaging materials that help to further reinforce the benefits of your program.

HOW TO SAFEGUARD YOUR PASSWORDS

**DO**

- Create strong secure passwords
- Use a secure password manager
- **86%** memorize passwords
- Change passwords regularly
- **90 DAYS**
- Enable two-factor authentication (2FA) for added security

**DON’T**

- Don’t use easy-to-guess words
  - **TOP 5 Most Common Passwords**
    - Cr@shSp2SmW:
    - 123456
    - 123456789
    - 12345678
    - 12345
- **39% use same/similar passwords for most accounts**
- **50%** of employees use the same passwords for personal and work
- Don’t enter passwords on unsecured Wi-Fi!
- **No duplicate passwords!**
- **6 # of passwords shared by the average employee**

WANT MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE BREACH READINESS PROGRAM?

Email us today at Sales@Sontiq.com

ABOUT SONTIQ

Sontiq, headquartered in Nottingham, MD, is a high-tech security and identity protection company arming businesses and consumers with award-winning products built to protect what matters most. Sontiq’s brands, EZShield and IdentityForce, provide a full range of identity monitoring, restoration, and response products and services that empower customers to be less vulnerable to the financial and emotional consequences of identity theft and cybercrimes. Learn more at www.sontiq.com or engage with us on Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, or YouTube.
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